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The successful landing of the Phoenix Mars Lander – the first 
space shuttle to land on Mars – the 50th anniversary of NASA, 
and China’s planned launch of a third manned shuttle have made 
2008 a significant year for space exploration. But this year has 
also seen its fair share of drawbacks. The 2010 retirement of 
NASA’s present fleet of spacecraft, and the delay of the Orion 
shuttle replacement until 2014, leaves NASA in limbo. Debate 
between presidential candidates about the future of space 
exploration has also created uncertainty about what changes a 
new administration will bring to President Bush’s ‘New vision for 
space exploration’. In the UK, the publication of the Civil Space 
Strategy 2008-2012 and Beyond signalled the government’s 
reversal of the decision not to launch manned space missions 
made in the 1980s, but has attracted criticism and dissent. 
Space exploration thus stands at a crossroads. At the centre of 
this debate is the question of whether space exploration should 
involve humans or machines. The decisions made in the next few 
years will affect space policy for generations to come. 
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What factors have driven space exploration?
Exploration and discovery have been essential to the progress 
of human civilization, and are at the centre of the American 
ideal and its frontier spirit. However, the immediate context 
of the 1969 Apollo 11 mission was a space race against the 
Soviet Union in which sending a man to the Moon was a way 
of asserting national superiority in the Cold War. Although 
some have identified a new space race between China and 
the US, today the geopolitical context is very different and a 
new rationale is needed. Whilst surveys have found a core of 
public support for space exploration in some form, there is also 
widespread agreement that the space programme has recently 
suffered from a lack of direction. In the future, should we pursue 
ambitious and inspirational manned missions or concentrate on 
more realistic and scientifically focussed unmanned missions?

Are manned missions inefficient and excessively 
risky?
The higher safety standards required for manned flight, together 
with the resources like water, air and food that need to be 
provided, mean that a shuttle mission can be 25 times more 
expensive than sending a satellite into orbit. Unmanned landers 
have touched down on Mars for $250 million. Estimates of what 
a manned mission to Mars could cost range from $30 to $500 
billion. There would also be many more challenges to overcome 
than in a normal shuttle flight, ranging from the time involved – 
around three years – to radiation from solar storms and possible 
collisions with space debris. Given the problems experienced by 
recent shuttle flights, the argument goes, what is the likelihood 
of a successful mission to the Red Planet?

Are manned missions a scientific priority?
Pursuing human space exploration diverts resources away from 
other non-space related scientific fields that some argue are 
more deserving - although manned space flight has led to a 
number of spin-off technologies. Within the space exploration 
community, some argue that most scientific progress comes 
from unmanned missions that focus on the most compelling and 
answerable scientific questions. If one thinks of the most exciting 
recent developments in space science – the Hubble Space 
Telescope, the comet probe Deep Impact, the Cassini-Huygens 
mission to Saturn – they are all unmanned projects. In early 2006 
scientists were excited by the return of the Stardust capsule with 
samples of cometary dust, and the New Horizons mission saw 
a probe launched to Pluto. By contrast, the launch of the space 
shuttle suffered further delays.

Why send humans to mars?
For advocates of human space exploration the debate goes 
beyond science, and the issue of whether robots could 
replace humans in performing scientific experiments, and 
involves what the scientific impulse says about humanity. A 
Mars mission would be a statement of the value of human 
civilization, something that is valuable in itself rather than for 
the scientific discoveries that it produces. It represents the sort 
of challenge that a society requires in order to advance and is 
part of humanity’s progress towards becoming a multi-planet 
spacefaring species. Some see the fact we have failed to continue 
pushing forward the boundaries of human space exploration as a 
sign that we have given up on reaching for the stars.
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one giant leap backwards for mankind?
Is manned space flight and the desire to ‘boldly go’ into the 
unknown a heroic symbol of human aspiration in a world that 
has become obsessively concerned with eliminating all possible 
risks? Or is it rather the case that these ideas are outdated, 
that we should look for romance elsewhere and that seeking to 
recapture the spirit of exploration would interfere with scientific 
priorities? Does manned space flight still inspire the public, 
or, by continuing to pursue it despite the dangers, do we risk 
discrediting the entire space programme? 
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http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/moon-mission.html?c=y&page=1
http://www.journal-online.co.uk/articles/show/2934
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/the-big-question-is-manned-space-exploration-a-waste-of-time-and-money-406801.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/the-big-question-is-manned-space-exploration-a-waste-of-time-and-money-406801.html
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/98/1
http://www.debatingmatters.com/topicguides/topicguide/space_exploration/
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1040/1
http://space.newscientist.com/channel/space-tech/sputnik-legacy/mg19526203.000
http://www.spiked-online.com/Articles/0000000CACD4.htm
http://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/the-human-explorer
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/comment/columnists/guest_contributors/article3365566.ece
http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1037/1
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/comment/columnists/tim_hames/article552938.ece
http://www.thenewatlantis.com/publications/the-virtual-astronaut
http://www.barackobama.com/pdf/policy/Space_Fact_Sheet_FINAL.pdf
http://www.bnsc.gov.uk/assets/channels/about/ukcss0812.pdf
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http://www.debatingmatters.com/topicguides/topicguide/space_exploration/
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/4262168.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/4507122.stm
http://www.nasa.gov/missions/solarsystem/Why_We_01pt1.html
http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/55583main_vision_space_exploration2.pdf
http://transcripts.cnn.com/TRANSCRIPTS/0302/04/cf.00.html
http://stardust.jpl.nasa.gov/home/index.html
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/newhorizons/main/index.html
http://mpfwww.jpl.nasa.gov/mro/
http://galileo.jpl.nasa.gov/
http://deepimpact.jpl.nasa.gov/mission/
http://saturn.jpl.nasa.gov/home/index.cfm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phoenix_(spacecraft)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orion_(spacecraft)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shenzhou_7
http://www.nasa.gov/columbia/home/
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http://spaceflight.nasa.gov/history/apollo/apollo11/index.html
http://www.space.com/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/spacedocumentary/0,,179472,00.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/in_depth/sci_tech/2003/race_for_mars/default.stm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/space/exploration/index.shtml
http://www.marssociety.org/
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in tHE nEWS

http://www.universetoday.com/2008/08/17/india-has-big-plans-for-lunar-exploration/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/main.jhtml?xml=/earth/2008/06/22/scinasa122.xml
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2008/jul/26/spaceexploration.spacetechnology
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2008/jul/14/mars.spaceexploration
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2008/jul/14/mars.spaceexploration
http://www.physorg.com/news132467609.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/blog/2008/may/19/thesearchforastronautsiso
http://space.newscientist.com/channel/human-spaceflight/dn13910-europes-first-crewed-spaceship-on-the-horizon.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2008/may/07/starsgalaxiesandplanets.spaceexploration
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/2008/may/07/starsgalaxiesandplanets.spaceexploration
http://space.newscientist.com/channel/space-tech/sputnik-legacy/dn13748-stephen-hawking-calls-for-moon-and-mars-colonies.html?feedId=sputnik-legacy_rss20
http://www.guardian.co.uk/education/2008/mar/04/research.highereducation
http://space.newscientist.com/channel/human-spaceflight/dn13330-nasa-urged-to-focus-on-sending-people-to-mars.html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/7244028.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/7205445.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/6993010.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/4929054.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/4828404.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/4807526.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/4791006.stm
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